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 point cloud is a dynamic, three-dimensional geometric representation of data that has 
different qualities for every point, including geometry, normal vectors, and color. 
However, holes that often occur during the 3D point cloud collection process provide 

an immense obstruction to the analysis and reconstruction of point clouds. Thus, detecting these 
holes is a crucial initial step toward obtaining precise and comprehensive representations of the 
real surfaces. Although there are several methods available for hole detection and filling, the 
problem is exacerbated by their shortcomings, which include high computation complexity or 
limited effectiveness. Our method is based on a sequence of basic but efficient statistical 
techniques. Our method is based on a sequence of basic but efficient statistical techniques. First, 
we find the mean distances between each point using the K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
technique. Next, we can categorize normal points and points that belong to holes and borders 
by using this mean as a threshold. Our method's simplicity and low computational resource 
needs offer significant advantages over other approaches 
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Introduction: 
The evolution of laser scanning technology has democratized the process of digitizing 

objects, enabling precise and efficient data acquisition at scale. This advancement has catalyzed 
the emergence of reverse engineering; a process wherein digital models are generated from point 
cloud data as a valuable tool in various industries. A point cloud is a collection of points of data 
plotted in 3D space, using a 3D laser scanner. Such as, when scanning a building, every virtual 
point would correspond to a real spot on the metalwork, wall, window, or any other surface 
where the laser beam comes into contact. A point cloud can be defined as “A Point Cloud is an 
unordered set of 3-dimensional points in a frame of reference (Cartesian coordinate system) on 
the surface of objects.” The point cloud is a set of discrete points obtained by scanning the 
object’s surface with a three-dimensional (3D) scanning device. The point cloud can directly and 
stereoscopically represent the geometric features of the object’s surface. Various additional 
details can be used along with 3D coordinates to represent them. A few are listed below: 

• RGB color information associated with each point.  

• Normal to surface at each point. 

• Information about meshes (vertices & edges). 
3D laser scanner technology is the foundation of 3D point cloud data. These electronic 

devices use visible light and lidar-based technology to gather detailed information about a 
specific area. The performance of the scanning device in use has a major impact on the final 
point cloud's clarity and accuracy. Nowadays, there are various sensors available for 3D scanning 
which are based on various principles some of which are mentioned below: 

• Structured Light Cameras 

• Time-of-flight sensors 

• Stereo Vision 

• Microsoft Kinect Cameras 
Point cloud is of paramount importance in 3D object reconstruction, and object 

recognition with its high precision and fast processing speed [1][2]. It is also useful in 
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and Preservation & restoration. It is possible 
to scan the complete surface of an object using high-fidelity scanners, but holes may appear in 
the final integrated model due to occlusions and maneuverability of the scanner while scanning. 
The holes in 3D objects as shown in Figure 1 may also occur due to factors such as occlusion, 
low surface reflectance coefficients, high grazing angles, missing parts in the original object, 
limited number of range scans from various viewing directions, laser range scanner functionality, 
etc. 

 
Figure 1: Holes in point clouds [3]. 

For example, some object portions may be absent because of accessibility or visibility 
issues, or because of unique physical characteristics of the scanned surface (transparency, 
reflectivity, etc.). This produces holes in the dataset, which do not correspond to any holes in 
the object. If the point cloud’s boundary and hole points are not properly processed, it will 
influence subsequent research, such as point set simplification [4][5], point cloud registration [6], 
and hole repair [7]. It is worth mentioning that not all holes appearing in the estimated model 
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are virtual, i.e. due to missing reconstructions of featureless surfaces [8]. A physical hole that is 
a part of the structure of the object being reconstructed may also be classified as a hole. 
Unfortunately, just looking at the point cloud, it is almost impossible to differentiate between 
these two types of holes (real and virtual). These real holes should be left as they are during the 
filling process. These days, a high-quality reconstruction of objects is an essential demand by 
many applications. Therefore, surface completion or hole-filling has grown in importance in the 
process of reconstructing 3D images. However, no hole filling can be applied without the 
detection of holes in point clouds. So, hole detection in the point cloud is an important 
component. Usually, 3D image reconstruction methods produce unstructured point clouds, in 
other words, the object's surface is not explicitly encoded with any connectivity information 
which makes the problem of the detection of holes on the surface an ill-defined problem [9]. In 
this paper, we introduce a statistical approach intended to identify holes within 3D point cloud 
data by using geometrical features in three-dimensional space. Our method relies on the 
principle of K-nearest neighbors (KNN) to identify neighboring points, followed by the 
computation of their average Euclidean distance. This average distance serves as a threshold, 
enabling the detection of irregularities in the point cloud. By comparing the distances between 
points, we can effectively pinpoint regions where data is missing, indicating the presence of 
holes. 
Literature Review: 

In this section, we study some existing methods for the detection of the hole boundary 
in the 3D point cloud. As we know the detection of point cloud boundaries and hole points is 
a vital task. In the state of the art of boundary extracting methods, different methods have been 
studied and developed to extract the boundary. These methods fall into two categories: (1) The 
methods executed on the grid; and (2) The methods executed directly on the data points of the 
point cloud. The former methods triangulate the point cloud and look for the adjacent triangular 
meshes. If there is no adjacent triangle, the associated triangle is considered as the boundary of 
the hole [4]. Authors in [10] subdivided the methods on meshes into volume-based methods 
and surface-based methods. In an early study [8], a seed boundary is selected on the point cloud 
grid to search for the next boundary according to the half-edge data structure. When the closed 
loop is reached to complete the boundary detection of holes, the search is finished. Many studies 
have recently focused on the methods of direct hole detection, which do not need to triangulate 
the point cloud in advance and can save a lot of time. In [9] the authors computed boundary 
probability for each point and classified the points in the point set into boundary or interior 
points through the application of the angle criterion. The coherence of the points is leveraged 
to extract a boundary loop that represents a simple hole boundary. As the point cloud is usually 
unstructured, therefore, to enhance the efficiency of neighborhood searches kD-tree, octree, or 
BSP-tree can be utilized. Along with the angle criterion authors in [9] also presented some other 
criteria to determine whether a point is a boundary point or not i.e. half disc criterion, shape 
criterion, and various enhancements based on these criteria. The author in [11], finds the 
neighborhood of each point in the point cloud and approximates the direction of the normal 
for detection of hole boundary in the point cloud. After finding the neighborhood of points, the 
author detected the candidate boundary points and created boundary polygons from boundary 
points. Following the detection of boundary points of the hole, an algebraic surface patch is 
fitted to the neighborhood and sample auxiliary points. Surfaces like spheres, cylinders, and 
planes are all recreated by this process. The author in [10] extracted the polygonal hole boundary 
with the Mean Shift approach to find out the vertices that have similar geometry properties with 
the hole region in the neighborhood of the boundary.  
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Figure 2: Detection of the surficial boundary of the point cloud described in [12]. 

Authors in [13] use the Distance-Centroid technique, which employs maximum squared 
distance and K-Nearest neighbors to detect the boundary points. The points that do not belong 
in the hole boundary are filtered out using Statistical Outlier Removal (SoR). To cluster out the 
different holes, the author used region-grow segmentation. The author in [14] proposed a 
method based on triangular mesh models which aims to find solid holes in 3D models. The 
author grouped the interconnected coplanar triangles and extracted the contour of the model 
using the boundaries of the nearby planes. Then, the author uses the extracted contour to form 
several disjoint clusters of model vertices and detect holes by analyzing the relationship between 
the clusters and plane. The author in [15] also uses the triangular mesh for the detection of holes 
in a point cloud. The author uses boundary edge tracking to automatically identify holes, an edge 
is a boundary edge if it is part of only one triangle; otherwise, it is an interconnected edge that 
is part of multiple triangles. Authors in [12] extracted exterior boundary points of the surface S 
and further classified them into exterior boundary points and inter points. Then looping is done 
for all points of S, if each of them is not an exterior boundary point, and one of its neighbors 
(in 4-connectivity) is empty, it is determined as a boundary point of a hole. The boundaries 
detected by the author are shown in Figure 2. The methods for boundary extraction based on 
the computation of convex hull have also been widely applied. The author in [16] proposed a 
method that involves modifying the convex hull to detect the boundary of the point cloud. For 
every point on the boundary pb, the computation is repeated to calculate the smallest angle 
between pb and its neighboring points for finding the next boundary points, but this method is 
time-consuming. The author in [17] computed the convex hull of a group of points, starting 
from an initial core point and its neighbors, and referred to it as a cluster. Then, by repeating 
the procedure and using the convex hulls of the core points as new core points, this cluster is 
extended repeatedly until each convex hull of a core point is joined with the cluster's main body. 
When all exterior points have been identified and the final boundary has been reached, clusters 
will not be combined or expanded further.  The author in [18] proposed a method to detect the 
boundary of a surface of 3D points set. The author triangulated the convex hull C of the surface 
first and C is then optimized by computing and removing some outward triangles to obtain the 
exterior boundary of the surface. The author in [19] introduces a new method for identifying 
and fixing holes in point clouds. The author first calculated the density and 2D projection points 
of the point cloud. Then, the author used Euclidean distance to find the boundary points of the 
holes. It was followed by a preprocessing segmentation algorithm that helped to identify the 
boundary points more accurately. However, the author failed to detect the boundary of the 
whole point cloud simultaneously, so the method failed to detect the holes at boundary points. 
Methodology: 

Our proposed methodology consists of two steps first we find K-Nearest neighbors and 
then we calculate Euclidean distances. These two steps are employed to compare each point 
within the point cloud. A threshold is settled that facilitates the identification of boundary and 
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hole points. If the distance between points exceeds the predefined threshold, then the point is a 
potential boundary point, and if it is not then it is a normal point. The threshold has been set as 
the mean of measured distances between points in the point cloud. 
Dataset: 

We have used the Kaggle digit dataset the “3D MNIST Dataset”. The dataset includes 
3D point clouds, which are sets of (x, y, z) coordinates produced from about 5,000 images in 
the original 2D MNIST dataset [20]. The point clouds' maximum dimension range is one, and 
their mean is zero. 
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN): 

K-nearest neighbors refer to k () points close to the query point in the spatial distance. 
K-nearest neighbors search can be described as; given a point set S containing n points, for 

query point pi (pi ∈ S) there is a subset set C containing k points (not including point pi), C ∈ S, 

k < n and for any p1 ∈ C, p2 ∈ S - C, the following equation 1 can be met [21]. 

dist(𝑝𝑖, 𝑝1) ≤ dist(𝑝𝑖, 𝑝2)  (1) 

 
Figure 3: k-nearest neighbor in two-

dimension 

 
Figure 4: Boundary detection in the Kaggle 

digit 
The k-nearest neighbors in two dimensions are shown in Figure 3, where the points are 

distributed in the two-dimensional space dispersedly, p is a query point and five points in the 
circle are the k (k=5) nearest neighbors. When the number of points is small, k-nearest neighbors 
can be obtained by calculating the query point to all other points’ Euclidean distance directly, 
sorting the distance values, and then taking the first k values as the k-nearest neighbors [21]. 
Euclidean Distance: 

In our approach, we used KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors) for selecting the number of 
neighbors based on their Euclidean distances in 3D space. Next, we compute the distance 
between each point of the point cloud, identifying points with distances greater than this 
threshold as potential hole boundary points or point cloud boundaries. This process not only 
allows for effective hole detection but also provides insights into the overall structure and 
boundary of the point cloud. The Euclidean distances for 3-dimensional space are calculated in 
Equation 2. 

𝑑(𝑝, 𝑞) = √(𝑝1 − 𝑞1)2 + (𝑝2 − 𝑞2)2 + (𝑝3 − 𝑞3)2 (2) 

Euclidean distance is applied to express the distance between two points on account of 
its convenience and simplicity of use. Moreover, it offers the advantage of requiring less 
computational power compared to more complex learning algorithms. We calculated the mean 
of the point cloud points while considering the mean of the K Nearest Neighbors (KNN). This 
involves computing distances between the points using KNN and then aggregating the mean 
distances of the neighbors. Subsequently, the average of these mean distances serves as the 
threshold, effectively separating points as hole or boundary points and normal points. 
Results and Discussion: 

As previously discussed, various approaches have been employed for hole detection, 
each with its own set of advantages and limitations. However, our approach, as detailed in this 
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paper, takes a unique path toward hole detection, primarily relying on statistical techniques such 
as Euclidean distances. The Euclidian distances between neighboring points are given in Table 
1. The distances between 5 points concerning each other are calculated using equation 2 and are 
recorded in the table. A small value of Euclidean distance between the points means the points 
are near to each other. For example, the distance between N1 and N5 is 0.11 and the distance 
between N1 and N3 is 0.22 meaning that N5 is nearest to N1 as compared to N3. The results 
obtained from this technique have proven to be highly satisfactory, as illustrated in Figure 5. 
Through this simple approach, we have achieved effective hole detection and boundary 
delineation within the point cloud. In Figure 4 our proposed method is applied to the Kaggle 
digit dataset and the points in the point cloud have been classified. The blue points show normal 
points while the red points are considered boundary points. In Figure 5a donut-like point cloud 
is shown. Before, all the points in the donut are red after looping through our method the points 
are classified as normal (blue) and boundary points (red) respectively as shown in Figure 5b.  

 
(a) Input Point cloud 

 
(b) Point cloud with detected 

boundaries 

Figure 5: Hole boundary detection in point cloud 
Table 1: Euclidean distances between neighboring points (k = 5) 

5- NEAREST NEIGHBORS N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 
N1 0 0.12 0.22 0.18 0.11 
N2 0.12 0 0.13 0.17 0.14 
N3 0.22 0.13 0 0.15 0.16 
N4 0.18 0.17 0.15 0 0.15 
N5 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.15 0 

Conclusion: 
Hole detection in point clouds is a crucial initial step toward obtaining precise and 

comprehensive representations of the real surfaces. Our technique for the detection of holes is 
simple but effective and it takes a unique path towards hole detection, primarily relying on 
statistical techniques such as Euclidean distances and K Nearest Neighbors (KNN). For now, 
our method is limited to the detection of hole boundaries and point cloud boundaries in surficial 
point clouds, but in future work, we go on to modify this statistical technique and make it robust 
for the accurate detection of holes in complex point clouds. 
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